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Abstract. We describe a working multi-agent architecture based on Defeasible
Logic Programming (DeLP) by Garcı́a and Simari where agents are engaged in
an argumentation to reach a common conclusion. Due to the distributed approach
personalities and opinions of the individual agents give rise to arguments and
counterarguments concerning a particular query. We establish a sound theoretical framework of a specific type of argumentation in multi-agent systems and
describe the computational issues involved in it. The framework described in this
paper has been fully implemented and a short description of its features is given.
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1 Introduction
Argumentation has become a very active field in computer science research [10, 4].
There are mainly two issues computational models of argumentation are concerned
with in the context of artificial intelligence, namely describing models of commonsense
reasoning techniques within a single agent and formalizing meaningful communication
between agents in a multi-agent system, e. g. negotiation and persuasion [17, 2, 18, 5].
In this paper we take a hybrid approach by modeling a multi-agent system where the
agents are capable of argumentation but use argumentation in order to reach a common
conclusion that can be regarded as the whole system’s opinion on the given topic.
As the underlying logical foundation we use Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP)
[13] which is a form of defeasible argumentation [21]. DeLP is an approach to realise non-monotonic reasoning via dialectical argumentation by relating arguments and
counterarguments for a given logical query. A dialectical process that considers all arguments and counterarguments for the query is used in order to decide whether the
query is believed by the agent or not.
This paper proposes and discusses an approach for a distributed system which provides the capability of argumentation using the notions of DeLP. In this system agents
exchange arguments and counterarguments in order to answer queries given from outside the system. The framework establishes a border between its interior and exterior as
from outside the system it is seen as a general reasoning engine. Internally this reasoning is accomplished by defeasible argumentation where every agent tries to support or
defeat the given query by generating arguments for or against it and by generating counterarguments against other agents’ arguments. In the end the most plausible argument
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prevails and its conclusion is the answer to the original query. We build on previous
work [25–27] but give a much more detailed description of the computational issues in
multi-agent argumentation and some description on an implementation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief overview on defeasible logic programming adapted to our needs. In Section 3 we formalize the multi-agent
setting and give detailed logical descriptions of the individual components and continue with computational techniques that implement this formalization. We give a brief
overview on the implementation of the proposed system afterwards in Section 5 and
continue with a short review of related work in Section 6. In Section 7 we conclude
with some final remarks.

2 Defeasible Logic Programming
The basic elements of Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP) are facts and rules. Let
L denote a set of ground literals, where a literal h is a ground atom A or a negated
ground atom ∼A, where the symbol ∼ represents the strong negation. Overlining will
be used to denote the complement of a literal with respect to strong negation, i. e., it is
p =∼p and ∼p = p for a ground atom p. A single literal h ∈ L is also called a fact.
The set of rules is divided into strict rules, i. e. rules encoding strict consequences,
and defeasible rules which derive uncertain or defeasible conclusions. A strict rule is
an ordered pair h ← B, where h ∈ L and B ⊆ L. A defeasible rule is an ordered
pair h − B, where h ∈ L and B ⊆ L. A defeasible rule is used to describe tentative
knowledge as in “birds fly”. We use the functions body/1 and head/1 to refer to the
head resp. body of a defeasible or strict rule. Strict and defeasible rules are ground.
However, following the usual convention, some examples will use “schematic rules”
with variables (denoted with an initial uppercase letter). Let DEFX resp. STRX be the
set of all defeasible resp. strict rules, that can be constructed from literals in X ⊆ L.
We will omit the subscripts when referring to the whole set of literals L, e. g. we write
DEF for DEFL .
Using facts, strict and defeasible rules, one is able to derive additional beliefs as
in other rule-based systems. Let X ⊆ L ∪ STR ∪ DEF be a set of facts, strict rules,
defeasible rules, and let furthermore h ∈ L. A (defeasible) derivation of h from X,
denoted X |∼ h, consists of a finite sequence h1 , . . . , hn = h of literals (hi ∈ L) such
that hi is a fact (hi ∈ X) or there is a strict or defeasible rule in X with head hi and body
b1 , . . . , bk , where every bl (1 ≤ l ≤ k) is an element hj with j < i. If the derivation
of a literal h only uses facts and strict rules, the derivation is called a strict derivation.
A set X is contradictory, denoted X |∼ ⊥, iff there exist defeasible derivations for two
complementary literals from X. Every agent in our framework maintains a local belief
base that is comprised of defeasible rules and thus describes the agent’s own (uncertain)
knowledge. Furthermore the framework provides a global belief base, consisting of
facts and strict rules, that describes common knowledge to all agents.
Definition 1 (Belief bases). A global belief base Π ⊆ L ∪ STR is a non-contradictory
set of strict rules and facts. A set of defeasible rules ∆ ⊆ DEF is called a local belief
base.
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Observe, that we require the global belief base to be non-contradictory. This is justifiable as the information stored in the global belief base should be regarded as indisputable by the agents. Hence, the agents undertake their argumentation only based on
their own local belief bases, which can be – in general – contradictory to each other.
Example 1. Let a global belief base Π and local belief bases ∆1 and ∆2 be given by


chicken(tina)








scared(tina)






penguin(tweety)
,
Π=
bird(X) ← chicken(X)







 bird(X) ← penguin(X) 





∼f lies(X) ← penguin(X)


f lies(X) − bird(X)
∆1 =
,
f lies(X) − chicken(X), scared(X)


∼f lies(X) − chicken(X)
∆2 =
.
nests in trees(X) − f lies(X)
The global belief base Π contains the facts, that Tina is a scared chicken and that
Tweety is penguin. The strict rules state that all chickens and all penguins are birds,
and penguins cannot fly. The defeasible rules of the local belief base ∆1 express that
birds and scared chickens normally fly. The defeasible rules of the local belief base ∆2
express that chickens normally do not fly and something that flies normally nests in
trees.
As a means to reveal different opinions about certain pieces of information, agents use
their local belief bases to construct arguments.
Definition 2 (Argument, Subargument). Let h ∈ L be a literal and let Π resp. ∆ be
a global resp. local belief base. hA, hi is an argument for h, iff 1.) A ⊆ ∆, 2.) there
exists a defeasible derivation of h from Π ∪ A, 3.) the set Π ∪ A is non-contradictory,
and 4.) A is minimal with respect to set inclusion. The literal h will be called conclusion
and the set A will be called support of the argument hA, hi. An argument hB, qi is a
subargument of an argument hA, hi, iff B ⊆ A. Let ARGΠ,∆ be the set of all arguments
that can be built from Π and ∆.
Two literals h and h1 disagree regarding a global belief base Π, iff the set Π ∪{h, h1 } is
contradictory. Two complementary literals p and ∼p disagree trivially, because for every
Π the set Π ∪ {p, ∼ p} is contradictory. But two literals which are not contradictory,
can disagree as well. For Π = {(∼ h ← b), (h ← a)} the literals a and b disagree,
because Π ∪ {a, b} is contradictory. We call an argument hA1 , h1 i a counterargument
to an argument hA2 , h2 i at a literal h, iff there is a subargument hA, hi of hA2 , h2 i such
that h and h1 disagree. If hA1 , h1 i is a counterargument to hA2 , h2 i at a literal h, then
the subargument hA, hi of hA2 , h2 i is called the disagreement subargument.
In order to deal with counterarguments to other arguments, a central aspect of defeasible logic programming is a formal comparison criterion among arguments. A possible
preference relation among arguments is Generalized Specificity [24]. According to this
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criterion an argument is preferred to another argument, iff the former one is more specific than the latter, i. e., (informally) iff the former one uses more facts or less rules.
For example, h{c − a, b}, ci is more specific than h{∼c − a}, ∼ci. For a formal definition and desirable properties of preference criterions in general see [24, 13]. For the
rest of this paper we use ≻ to denote an arbitrary but fixed preference criterion among
arguments. The preference criterion is needed to decide whether an argument defeats
another or not, as disagreement does not imply preference.
Definition 3 (Defeater). An argument hA1 , h1 i is a defeater of an argument hA2 , h2 i,
iff there is a subargument hA, hi of hA2 , h2 i such that hA1 , h1 i is a counterargument of
hA2 , h2 i at literal h and either hA1 , h1 i ≻ hA, hi (proper defeat) or hA1 , h1 i ⊁ hA, hi
and hA, hi ⊁ hA1 , h1 i (blocking defeat).
When considering sequences of arguments, the definition of defeat is not sufficient to
describe a conclusive argumentation line. Defeat only takes an argument and its counterargument into consideration, but disregards preceeding arguments. But we expect
also properties like non-circularity or concordance from an argumentation sequence.
See [13] for a more detailed motivation of acceptable argumentation lines.
Definition 4 (Acceptable Argumentation Line). Let Π be a global belief base. Let
Λ = [hA1 , h1 i, . . . , hAm , hm i] be a sequence of some arguments. Λ is called an acceptable argumentation line, iff 1.) Λ is a finite sequence, 2.) every argument hAi , hi i
with i > 1 is a defeater of its predecessor hAi−1 , hi−1 i and if hAi , hi i is a blocking defeater of hAi−1 , hi−1 i and hAi+1 , hi+1 i exists, then hAi+1 , hi+1 i is a proper defeater
of hAi , hi i, 3.) Π ∪ A1 ∪ A3 ∪ . . . is non-contradictory (concordance of supporting
arguments), 4.) Π ∪ A2 ∪ A4 ∪ . . . is non-contradictory (concordance of interfering arguments), and 5.)no argument hAk , hk i is a subargument of an argument hAi , hi i with
i < k. Let SEQ denote the set of all sequences of arguments that can be built using
rules from DEF, STR and facts from L.
We use the notation Λ + hA, hi to denote the concatenation of argumentation lines and
arguments.
In DeLP a literal h is warranted, if there is an argument hA, hi which is nondefeated in the end. To decide whether hA, hi is defeated or not, every acceptable argumentation line starting with hA, hi has to be considered.
Definition 5 (Dialectical Tree). Let Π be a global belief base and ∆1 , . . . , ∆n be
local belief bases. Let hA0 , h0 i be an argument. A dialectical tree for hA0 , h0 i, denoted
ThA0 ,h0 i , is defined as follows.
1. The root of T is hA0 , h0 i.
2. Let hAn , hn i be a node in T and let Λ = [hA0 , h0 i, . . . , hAn , hn i] be the sequence
of nodes from the root to hAn , hn i. Let hB1 , q1 i, . . . , hBk , qk i be the defeaters of
hAn , hn i. For every defeater hBi , qi i with 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that the argumentation
line Λ′ = [hA0 , h0 i, . . . , hAn , hn i, hBi , qi i] is acceptable, the node hAn , hn i has a
child hBi , qi i. If there is no such hBi , qi i, the node hAn , hn i is a leaf.
Let DIA denote the set of all dialectical trees with arguments that can be built using
rules from DEF, STR and facts from L.
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In order to decide whether the argument at the root of a given dialectical tree is defeated
or not, it is necessary to perform a bottom-up-analysis of the tree. Every leaf of the tree
is marked “undefeated” and every inner node is marked “defeated”, if it has at least
∗
one child node marked “undefeated”. Otherwise it is marked “undefeated”. Let ThA,hi
denote the marked dialectical tree of ThA,hi .
We call a literal h warranted, iff there is an argument hA, hi for h such that the root
∗
of the marked dialectical tree ThA,hi
is marked “undefeated”. Then hA, hi is a warrant
for h. Observe that, if a literal h is a fact or has a strict derivation from a global belief
base Π alone, then h is also warranted as there are no counterarguments for h∅, hi.
The answer of a DeLP interpreter to a literal h is YES iff h is warranted, NO iff h is
warranted, and UNDECIDED iff neither h nor h are warranted. Notice, that it can not
be the case that both h and h are warranted [28].

3 The formal Agent Architecture
Our framework consists of several agents and a central moderator, which coordinates
the argumentation process undertaken by the agents. An overview of this system is
depicted in Figure 1. The moderator accepts a query, consisting of a single literal, and
asks the agents to argue about the warrant status of it, i. e., whether the literal or its
negation can be supported by an ultimately undefeated argument. Agents use the global
belief base of the system, which contains strict knowledge, and their own local belief
bases consisting of defeasible knowledge to generate arguments. Eventually the system
returns an answer to the questioner that describes the final status of the literal based on
the agents’ individual beliefs.

ation
ment
argu
query

agent
agent

moderator
agent
..
.
agent
global
belief base

Fig. 1. An overview of the framework.

We now describe the components of the distributed framework, namely the moderator and the agents, using a functional description of their intended behaviour. As the
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framework is flexible, many different definitions of the functions to be presented can be
thought of. But we restrain them on the notions of DeLP as described above, so we use
the subscript “D” to denote the DeLP specific definition. Furthermore we give specific
algorithms describing the behavior of the system in the next section.
When the moderator receives arguments from the agents, he builds up several dialectical trees and finally he has to evaluate them using the bottom-up evaluation method
described above.
Definition 6 (Analysis function χD ). The analysis function χD is a function χD :
DIA → {0, 1} such that for every dialectical tree υ ∈ DIA it holds χD (υ) = 1 iff
the root argument of υ ∗ is undefeated.
Furthermore the evaluation of dialectical trees makes only sense, if the tree was built up
according to the definition of an acceptable argumentation line. Hence, the moderator
and the agents as well, have to check whether new arguments are valid in the current
argumentation line.
Definition 7 (Acceptance function ηD,≻ ). For a given preference relation ≻ among
arguments, the acceptance function ηD,≻ is a function ηD,≻ : SEQ → {0, 1} such
that for every argument sequence Λ ∈ SEQ it holds ηD,≻ (Λ) = 1 iff Λ is acceptable
according to Definition 4.
It is possible to assume different acceptance functions for different agents according to
different definitions of an acceptable argumentation line. But in our multi-agent system,
we assume ηD,≻ to be fixed and the same for the moderator and all agents by convention.
At the end of the argumentation process for a query h, the agents have produced
a set of dialectical trees with root arguments for h or h, respectively. As we have to
distinguish several different cases, the moderator has to decide, whether the query h is
warranted, the negation of h is warranted, or none of them are warranted in the framework. Let P(S) denote the power set of a set S.
Definition 8 (Decision function µD ). The decision function µD is a function µD :
P(DIA) → {YES,NO,UNDECIDED,UNKNOWN}. Let Qṗ ⊆ DIA such that all
root arguments of dialectical trees in Qṗ are arguments for p or for p, then µD is defined as
1. µD (Qṗ ) = YES, if there is a dialectical tree υ ∈ Qṗ s. t. the root of υ is an
argument for p and χD (υ) = 1.
2. µD (Qṗ ) = NO, if there is a dialectical tree υ ∈ Qṗ s. t. the root of υ is an argument
for p and χD (υ) = 1.
3. µD (Qṗ ) = UNDECIDED, if χD (υ) = 0 for all υ ∈ Qṗ .
4. µD (Qṗ ) = UNKNOWN, if p is not in the language (p ∈
/ L).
The function µD is well-defined, as it cannot be the case that both conditions 1. and 2.
are simultaneously fulfilled, see for example [28].
The above functions are sufficient to define the moderator of the framework.
Definition 9 (Moderator). For a given preference relation ≻ among arguments, the
moderator is a tuple (µD , χD , ηD,≻ ).

answer

coordinationmodule

analysismodule

internal communication

query

external communication
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query

arguments

global
belief base

Fig. 2. The internal components of a moderator

An overview of the moderator is depicted in Figure 2. There, the analysis-module is
responsible for the evaluation of the received arguments while the coordination-module
is responsible for querying the agents for arguments in a systematic way. Furthermore,
the moderator acts as an interface between the outside of the system and the system’s
interior by explicitly separating external (with the user) and internal communication
(with the agents).
The agents of the framework provide two functionalities. First, they propose initial
arguments for a given literal (or its negation) submitted by the moderator of the framework, which will be roots of the dialectical trees to be constructed. For a given query h
it may be necessary to examine both, all dialectical trees with a root argument for h and
all dialectical trees with a root argument for h, as a query for h can only be answered
with NO if there is a warrant for h. Second, the agents propose counterarguments to
arguments of other agents that are valid in the given argumentation line. We neglect the
case that agents can give counterarguments to their own arguments here for simplicity.
We achieve this by ensuring that each agent’s local belief base is consistent with respect to the global belief base (see below). An agent is not obliged to return all his valid
arguments for a given query or all his counterarguments for a given argument. Therefore, it is possible to model different kinds of argumentation strategies given different
instantiations of the following argument functions.
Definition 10 (Root argument function). Let Π be a global belief base and let ∆
be a local belief base. A root argument function ϕΠ,∆ is a function ϕΠ,∆ : L →
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P(ARGΠ,∆ ) such that for every literal h ∈ L the set ϕΠ,∆ (h) is a set of arguments for
h or for h from Π and ∆.
Definition 11 (Counterargument function). Let Π be a global belief base and let ∆
be a local belief base. A counterargument function ψΠ,∆ is a function ψΠ,∆ : SEQ →
P(ARGΠ,∆ ) such that for every argumentation sequence Λ ∈ SEQ the set ψΠ,∆ (Λ)
is a set of attacks from Π and ∆ on the last argument of Λ and for every hB, hi ∈
ψΠ,∆ (Λ) it holds that ηD,≻ (Λ + hB, hi) = 1.
Here we assume that the root argument and counterargument functions of all agents are
the same and especially complete, i. e, they return all possible arguments for the given
situation and do not omit one.
Given the above definitions an agent of the framework is defined as follows.

arguments

argumentation
generation

query

internal communication

Definition 12 (Agent). An agent is a tuple (∆, ϕΠ,∆ , ψΠ,∆ ) with a local belief base
∆, a root argument function ϕΠ,∆ and a counterargument function ψΠ,∆ .

local
belief base

global
belief base

Fig. 3. An agent capable of argumentation

An overview of an agent is depicted in Figure 3.
Finally, the definition of a distributed argumentation system can be given as follows.
Definition 13 (Distributed argumentation system). A distributed argumentation system is a tuple (M, Π, {A1 , . . . , An }) with a moderator M , a global belief base Π and
agents A1 , . . . , An .
For what is coming we assume that each agent’s local belief base is consistent with Π,
i. e., it is Π ∪ ∆i |/
∼ ⊥ for an agent Ai . By doing so, we forbid agents to counterargue
their own arguments. Still, the union of the local belief bases of all agents and the global
belief base may remain inconsistent, i. e. Π ∪ ∆1 ∪ . . . ∪ ∆n |∼ ⊥ and thus gives rise to
argumentation between the agents. We illustrate the above ideas with a simple example.
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Example 2. Anna and Bob are planning for their holiday trip. They have already narrowed down the possible holiday destinations to hawaii and switzerland, but as they
can only afford for one trip the two possibilities are mutually exclusive (∼goto(hawaii)
← goto(switzerland) and ∼goto(switzerland) ← goto(hawaii)). Also, common
knowledge includes that switzerland is a good place for skiing (skiing(switzerland))
an hawaii has access to the ocean (ocean(hawaii)). But they had already learned that
hawaii also has a dangerous sea life (dangerousSealif e(hawaii)). Furthermore, if
they decide to go to switzerland, they can go by train (goByT rain(switzerland)) but
have to get a ski pass (needSkiP ass(switzerland)).
In order to decide whether to go to hawaii or switzerland, the different opinions of
the two persons lead to a different structure of there local belief bases. While Anna
likes swimming in the ocean (goto(X) − swimming(X) and swimming(X) −
ocean(X)), Bob prefers to ski (goto(X) − skiing(X)). He thinks also that a cheap
holiday should be preferred (goto(X) − cheap(X)) and that going by train is a reasonable justification to consider a holiday cheap (cheap(X) − goByT rain(X)). Anna
insists on her to have the possibility of swimming (∼goto(X) − ∼swimming(X)),
preferable in an ocean (∼swimming(X) − ∼ocean(X)) and thinks that the need
of ski pass does not constitute a trip to be cheap (∼cheap(X) − needSkiP ass(X)).
Also, Bob thinks that a dangerous sea life in the ocean should prevent someone from
swimming in it (∼swimming(X) − ocean(X), dangerousSealif e(X)).
In summary, the global belief base Π and the local belief bases of Bob (∆Bob )
and Anna (∆Anna ) that constitute the above described multi-agent system are given as
follows:
Π=

{ ∼goto(hawaii) ← goto(switzerland).
∼goto(switzerland) ← goto(hawaii).
skiing(switzerland).
ocean(hawaii).
goByT rain(switzerland).
dangerousSealif e(hawaii).

∆Bob =

needSkiP ass(switzerland). }
{ goto(X) − skiing(X).
goto(X) − cheap(X).
cheap(X) − goByT rain(X).
∼swimming(X) − ocean(X), dangerousSealif e(X). }

∆Anna =

{ goto(X) − swimming(X).
swimming(X) − ocean(X).
∼goto(X) − ∼swimming(X).
∼swimming(X) − ∼ocean(X).
∼cheap(X) − needSkiP ass(X). }

We will continue this scenario in Example 3.
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Given a system T and a query h, the framework produces an answer to h as follows.
First, the moderator of T asks all agents for initial arguments for h and for h and starts a
dialectical tree with each of them as root arguments. Then for each of these arguments,
the moderator asks every agent for counterarguments and incorporates them into the
corresponding dialectical trees accordingly. This process is repeated for every new argument until no more arguments can be constructed. Eventually the moderator analyses
the resulting dialectical trees and returns the appropriate answer to the questioner. A
dialectical tree built via this process is called an argumentation product. The answer
behaviour of T is determined by the decision function of its moderator and is formalized as follows.
Definition 14 (Argumentation product). Let h ∈ L be a query and T = (M, Π,
{A1 , . . . , An }) an distributed argumentation system with M = (µD , χD , ηD,≻ ) and
Ai = (∆i , ϕi , ψi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A dialectical tree υ ∈ DIA is called an argumentation
product of T and h, iff the following conditions hold:
1. there exists a j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that the root of υ is an element of ϕj (h), and
2. for every path Λ = [hA1 , h1 i, . . . , hAn , hn i] in υ and the set K of child nodes of
hAn , hn i it holds K = {hB, h′ i | hB, h′ i ∈ ψ1 (Λ) ∪ . . . ∪ ψn (Λ) and ηD,≻ (Λ +
hB, h′ i) = 1} (K is the set of all acceptable attacks on Λ).
Example 3. We continue Example 2. Assume that Generalized Specificity is the chosen preference relation among arguments and let goto(switzerland) be the query
under consideration. Both agents, Anna and Bob, can put forward initial arguments
for and against the query goto(switzerland). For example, Bob has the argument
hA, goto(switzerland)i with
A

{

=

goto(switzerland) − cheap(switzerland),
cheap(switzerland) − goByT rain(switzerland) }

which makes use of the fact goByT rain(switzerland). When asked for counterarguments to hA, goto(switzerland)i Anna responds with hB1 , ∼goto(switzerland)i and
hB2 , ∼cheap(switzerland)i with
B1

=

{

goto(hawaii) − swimming(hawaii),
swimming(hawaii) − ocean(hawaii) }

which makes use of the fact ocean(hawaii) and the strict rule ∼ goto(switzerland)
← goto(hawaii) and
B2

=

{

∼cheap(switzerland) − needSkiP ass(switzerland) }

which makes use of the fact needSkiP ass(switzerland). Observe that both arguments hB1 , ∼ goto(switzerland)i and hB2 , ∼ cheap(switzerland)i are blocking defeaters for hA, goto(switzerland)i. Hence, Bob can only bring forward the proper
attack hC, ∼swimming(hawaii)i with
C = { ∼swimming(hawaii) − ocean(hawaii), dangerousSealif e(hawaii) }
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to the argument hB1 , ∼ goto(switzerland)i. All other possible counterarguments to
hB1 , ∼ goto(switzerland)i or hB2 , ∼ cheap(switzerland)i would result in an unacceptable argumentation line. No other arguments can be brought forward by Anna and
Bob and the resulting argumentation product is shown in Figure 4 (left). The analysis
of the tree states that the root argument hA, goto(switzerland)i is defeated due to its
undefeated defeater hB2 , ∼cheap(switzerland)i.
Bob can bring forward another argument hD, goto(switzerland)i for the initial
query goto(switzerland) with
D = { goto(switzerland) − skiing(switzerland) }
that uses the fact skiing(switzerland) and is brought forward by Bob. Anna can respond to hD, goto(switzerland)i by stating again hB1 , ∼ goto(switzerland)i. No
other counterarguments can be brought forward by her. And again, Bob responds to
hD, goto(switzerland)i with the proper attack hC, ∼ swimming(hawaii)i and thus
completes the only argumentation line in the current dialectical tree, see Figure 4 (right).
The analysis of the resulting argumentation product reveals hD, goto(switzerland)i to
be undefeated and thus the answer of the system to the query goto(switzerland) is
YES.
hA, goto(switzerland)i

hD, goto(switzerland)i

hB1 , ∼goto(switzerland)i hB2 , ∼cheap(switzerland)i hB1 , ∼goto(switzerland)i

hC, ∼swimming(hawaii)i

hC, ∼swimming(hawaii)i

Fig. 4. Two argumentation products from Example 3.

4 Realizing Argumentation
After the theoretical elaboration of our framework in the previous section, we are now
going describe the behavior of the agents and the whole system in terms of algorithms
that implement the abstract functions defined above.
The control of the argumentation process is mainly handled by the moderator of the
system. Given a specific query to the system, the moderator starts by asking each agent
for arguments for or against the query’s literal. Afterwards, for each initial argument the
moderator builds recursively a dialectical tree by asking all agents for counterarguments
to the intermediate “leafs” of the trees. If no agent can give any more counterarguments,
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Algorithm 1 RootArguments
01 RootArguments(h,∆,Π)
02
queryArguments = Arguments(h,∆,Π);
03
nqueryArguments = Arguments(h,∆,Π);
04
return queryArguments ∪ nqueryArguments;

the process finishes and the moderator analyses the given trees and returns the appropriate answer to the caller.
What follows is a description of the individual algorithms used in this process by
the agents themselves, in particular implementations of the root argument, counterargument, and acceptance functions.

4.1 Generating root arguments
The first step in distributed argumentation in our framework consists of the generation
of root arguments, i. e. arguments that form the root of a dialectical tree and directly
refer to the given query. Let Π be a global belief base and ∆ the local belief base of
the agent under consideration. In order to retrieve a well-defined answer to the query h,
all dialectical trees for both literals h and h have to be determined, as the non-existence
of undefeated arguments for h does not automatically result in the answer NO. To
distinguish the cases NO and UNDECIDED, one must verify the existence or nonexistence of undefeated arguments for h. Hence, if h is a query, the moderator asks all
agents for arguments for h and for h. The general algorithm to determine the arguments
for and against the query is depicted in Algorithm 1. The algorithm uses the algorithm
Arguments which is described below.
In order to determine all arguments for a literal h, given a global belief base Π
and the local belief base ∆, the algorithm Arguments has to compute all possible
derivations of h from Π and ∆. If h is a fact in Π then h has the sole argument h∅, hi
[13]. Otherwise the algorithm Arguments uses backward-chaining [9] to construct
all possible arguments. The algorithm starts by searching for strict and defeasible rules
with conclusion h. It then iteratively tries to find derivations of the body literals of the
rules. The algorithm maintains a stack S that consists of tuples (R, L) with a set of rules
R and a set of literals L. The element R contains the defeasible rules already added to
this (partial) argument and L contains the literals that have not been derived yet. By
constantly expanding these partial arguments with new rules from the agent’s local
belief base full arguments are being built in the component R. If L is empty the initial
literal can be derived using the defeasible rules in R and the strict knowledge in Π. At
the end of the algorithm non-minimal arguments are removed to meet the minimality
condition of arguments. The complete algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 2.
Observe that in line 25/26 only the literals bi are added to the set L that are not
already derivable from the available rules. Partial arguments that cannot be completed
are automatically dropped by the algorithm as no extension of them is added again to
the stack S.
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Algorithm 2 Arguments
01 Arguments(conclusion,∆,Π)
02
if conclusion is a fact in Π then
03
return {h∅, conclusioni}
04
S = ∅
05
arguments = ∅
06
for each rule r : conclusion L99 b1 , . . . , bn ∈ ∆ ∪ Π do
07
if r is a defeasible rule then
08
Push ({r}, {b1 , . . . , bn }) on S
09
else
10
Push ({}, {b1 , . . . , bn }) on S
11
while S not empty do
12
Pop (R, L) from S
13
if L is empty then
14
arguments = arguments ∪ {h R, conclusion i}
15
else
16
Pop l from L
17
if l is a fact in Π then
18
Push (R, L) on S
19
else
20
for each rule r : l L99 b1 , . . . , bn ∈ ∆ ∪ Π do
21
if r is a defeasible rule then
22
R′ = R ∪ {r}
23
L′ = L
24
for each b i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n do
25
if b i is not the head of a rule in R′ then
26
L′ = L′ ∪ {bi }
27
Push (R′ , L′ ) on S
28
for each a ∈ arguments do
29
if there exists a′ ∈ arguments with a 6= a′
30
and a is a subargument of a′
31
arguments = arguments \ {a′ }
32
return arguments

Based on the algorithm RootArguments we are able to define the root argument
function ϕΠ,∆ for DeLP.
Definition 15 (ϕΠ,∆ ). Let Π be a global belief base, ∆ be a local belief base, and h a
literal. Then the function ϕΠ,∆ : L → P(ARGΠ,∆ ) is defined as
ϕΠ,∆ (h) =def RootArguments(h,∆,Π).
The algorithm Arguments is sound and complete in the following sense (The proofs
are omitted but can be found in [25]).
Proposition 1 (Soundness). Let h be a literal, ∆ a local belief base, and Π a global
belief base. Then Arguments(h,∆,Π) is a set of arguments for h.
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Algorithm 3 PCL
01 PCL(hA, hi,∆,Π)
02
pcl1 = {h | h − B ∈ A}
∼ f}
03
pcl2 = {f | Π ∪ ∆ ∪ pcl1 |∼ f , Π ∪ ∆ |/
04
return pcl1 ∪ pcl2

Proposition 2 (Completeness). Let h be a literal, ∆ a local belief base, and Π a
global belief base. Then for every argument hA, hi with respect to Π and A ⊆ ∆ it
is hA, hi ∈Arguments(h,∆,Π).
The soundness and completeness of the algorithm RootArguments follows directly.
4.2 Generating counterarguments
Let Λ = (hA1 , h1 i, . . . , hAn , hn i) be an argumentation line. Another important task of
an agent is to propose counterarguments hB, bi for hAn , hn i, such that Λ′ = Λ + hB, bi
is an acceptable argumentation line. To describe the generation of counterarguments in
an algorithmic manner we need the notion of potentially counterarguing literals. Let
again ∆ be the local belief base of the agent under consideration.
Definition 16 (Potentially counterarguing literals). Let Π be a global belief base, ∆
a local belief base, and hA, hi an argument. Then the set of potentially counterarguing
literals pclΠ,∆ (hA, hi) is defined by
pclΠ,∆ (hA, hi) = {f | Π ∪ A ∪ {f } |∼ ⊥}.
Hence, for every conclusion h′ of a counterargument hB, h′ i with B ⊆ ∆ to hA, hi
it must hold h′ ∈ pclΠ,∆ (hA, hi).Therefore it is sufficient to look only for potential
counterarguments among the arguments with conclusion in pclΠ,∆ (hA, hi).
The set pclΠ,∆ (hA, hi) can be characterized as follows. Let A = {h1 − B1 , . . . ,
hm − Bm }, then all literals h1 , . . . , hm are potentially counterarguing literals, as for
every hi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), hA, hi contains a subargument for hi . Furthermore, due to the
derivation of the literals {h1 , . . . , hn } by hA, hi strict rules in Π might get “fired”.
Negations of the conclusions of these strict rules are also potentially counterarguing
literals. Algorithm 3 describes this computation.
In order to validate the acceptability of potential counterarguments within the given
argumentation line, the algorithm Acceptable (see Algorithm 4) must be applied,
which is a straightforward implementation of Definition 4. In the algorithm, ≻ is an
arbitrary preference relation, e. g. Generalized Specificity [24].
Based on the algorithm Acceptable the acceptance function ηD,≻ can be defined
as follows.
Definition 17 (ηD,≻ ). Let Π be a global belief base, ∆ be a local belief base, Λ be an
argumentation line, and hA, hi be an argument. The function ηD,≻ : Σ(Ω) → {0, 1} is
defined as

1 if Acceptable(Λ,hA, hi,Π)=true
.
ηD,≻ (Λ + hA, hi) =def
0 otherwise
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Algorithm 4 Acceptable
01 Acceptable([hA1 , h1 i, . . . , hAn , hn i],hB, hi,Π)
02
let hA′ , h′ i be the disagreement sub-argument
03
of hAn , hn i relative to hB, hi
04
if B ⊆ Aj for one 1 ≤ j ≤ n then
05
return f alse
06
if n is even then
07
if A1 ∪ A3 . . . ∪ An−1 ∪ B ∪ Π |∼ ⊥ then
08
return f alse
09
if n is odd then
10
if A2 ∪ A4 . . . ∪ An ∪ B ∪ Π) |∼ ⊥ then
11
return f alse
12
if hA′ , h′ i ≻ hB, hi then
13
return f alse
14
if n > 1 then
15
if hAn , hn i and hAn−1 , hn−1 i are incomparable with
16
respect to ≻ then
17
if not hB, hi ≻ hA′ , h′ i then
18
return f alse
19
return true

Algorithm 5 Attacks
01 Attacks((hA1 , s1 i, . . . , hAn , sn i),∆,Π)
02
pcl = PCL(hA n, s ni,∆,Π)
03
result = ∅
04
for each d ∈ pcl do
05
arguments = Arguments(d,∆,Π)
06
for each hB, di ∈ arguments do
07
if Acceptable((hA1, s1 i, . . . , hAn , sn i),hB, di,Π) then
08
result = result ∪ {hB, di}
09
return result

Given a global belief base Π, a local belief base ∆ and an argumentation line Λ =
[hA1 , h1 i, . . . , hAn , hn i] the algorithm Attacks (see Algorithm 1.5) uses the algorithm Arguments to compute all arguments with conclusions in pclΠ,∆ (hA, hi). All
these arguments that are acceptable regarding Λ are added to the result set.
Using algorithm Attacks the counterargument functionψΠ,∆ can be defined as follows.
Definition 18 (ψΠ,∆ ). Let Π be a global belief base, ∆ be a local belief base, and Λ
be an argumentation line. The function ψΠ,∆ : Σ → P(Ω) is defined as
ψΠ,∆ (Λ) =def Attacks(Λ,∆,Π).
The soundness and completeness of the algorithm Attacks follows directly from
Propositions 1 and 2.
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5 Implementation
The system described in this paper has been fully implemented in Java [14] and can
be directly obtained from the author1. Besides the general argumentation capabilities
described above, also the comparison relation Generalized Specificity [24] has been implemented. This has been done using its characterization by activation sets [24]. The
framework also supports the representation of P-DeLP [1], which is an extension of
DeLP using a possibilistic language. Within P-DeLP defeasible rules are annotated
with reals that measure the certainty of the rules. The comparison relation for arguments in P-DeLP derives naturally from the annotated numbers by aggregating the
annotations of all rules in an argument and using these as necessity measures. Therefore, the implemented framework features two powerful representation languages for
defeasible argumentation and two comparison relations for arguments.
The framework allows the specification of local belief bases of an arbitrary number
of agents and the specification of the global belief base within the chosen language.
The user can query the system for the warrant status of literals and the result of the
argumentation process is visualized as a set of dialectical trees.
The framework has been applied to a real world example involving two agents acting as accuser and defender in a legal case [25]. There, the specific setting of the multiagent scenario in our framework has a real-world analogy (at least in german law, see
[25]). Both, accuser and defender state arguments for and against a specific claim, for
example the guilt or innocence of a given accused, but these arguments are evaluated
by a neutral moderator, in this case the judge.

6 Related Work
The research on argumentation in multi-agent systems is a very active field, see for example the annually ArgMAS workshop [22, 17]. Current research includes besides others argumentation-based negotiation approaches [16, 23, 15, 2], persuasion [5, 19] and
general dialogue formalizations [3, 7, 8]. All these approaches are related to the framework developed here regarding the aim of formalizing agent interaction in form of argumentation. But, to our knowledge, the framework of Black et al. [7, 8] is the only one
which also uses defeasible logic programming as the underlying representation formalism to model distributed argumentation. Complementary to the proposal in this paper,
the focus of [7] is on modeling communication protocols and strategies for successful
argumentation between agents. They introduce two kinds of inquiry dialogues, one to
generate combined arguments and one for the actual argumentation.
The framework of [11] uses extended logic programs to model an agent’s belief and
defines a notion of distributed argumentation using these extended logic programs. The
framework uses the argumentation semantics from [20] and defines a notion of cooperation, that allows the agents to share their beliefs in order to construct new arguments.
As this framework uses extended logic programs as the underlying representation formalism, it has a declarative semantics in contrast to the dialectical semantics of DeLP
1
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used here. Yet, in another work [26] we also extended the framework described here by
introducing collaborations that allow the agents to share their beliefs and construct new
arguments.

7 Final Remarks
We have developed a multi-agent architecture that uses argumentation in order to reach
a common conclusion acceptable by all agents. The framework uses Defeasible Logic
Programming as the underlying argumentation mechanism but distributes the beliefs
among several agents. We have given a functional formalization of the system and
described the computational issues involved in implementing it. The framework has
successfully been implemented and applied to a real world example.
Ongoing research includes collaborations in the multi-agent setting [26], security
issues in agent interactions [6] and a generalization of the framework to abstract argumentation systems. The complex dialectical semantics of DeLP does not offer a quite
understandable anticipation of the interaction of arguments. Thus we aim at extending
the described framework to abstract argumentation systems [12] in order to enrich it
with a declarative semantics.
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